Abstract. In the paper, we provide an alternative and united proof of a double inequality for bounding the arithmetic-geometric mean.
Introduction
The complete elliptic integral of the first kind was defined as
for 0 < t < 1, see [2, p. 132 
For positive numbers a = a 0 and b = b 0 , let
In [2, p. 134 
For more information on the arithmetic-geometric mean and the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, please refer to [2, pp. 132-136] , [4] and related references therein.
In [4, Theorem 4] and [6] , it was proved that the inequality
holds true for positive numbers a and b and that the inequality (5) becomes equality if and only if a = b, where
stands for the logarithmic mean for positive numbers a and b with a = b.
In [16, Theorem 1.3] , it was turned out that
for positive numbers a and b with a = b, where
represents the exponential mean for for positive numbers a and b with a = b.
It is known that a generalization of the logarithmic mean L(a, b) is the generalized logarithmic mean L(p; a, b) of order p ∈ R, which may be defined [5, p. 385] by
for positive numbers a and b with a = b, and that L(p; a, b) is strictly increasing with respect to p ∈ R. Therefore, one may naturally pose the following problem. 
holds for all positive numbers a and b with a = b?
In [15] and [16, Theorem 1.3] , among others, the right-hand side inequality in (11) was verified to be valid for β = π 2 . The aim of this paper is to confirm and sharpen the inequality (11) alternatively and unitedly.
Our main result may be recited as the following theorem. [3, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18] for bounding the complete elliptic integrals.
Lemmas
For proving our theorem alternatively and unitedly, we will employ the following lemmas.
Lemma 1 ([10]
). Let a k and b k for k ∈ N be real numbers and the power series
B(x) is also strictly increasing on (0, R).
where n!! denotes a double factorial.
Proof. For our own convenience, let us denote the two sequences in left-hand sides of (14) and (15) by h(k) and g(k) for k ∈ N respectively. When k = 1, the identity (14) is valid clearly. Suppose the identity (14) holds for some k > 1, then it follows that
Therefore, by induction, the identity (14) is valid for all k ∈ N. Applying the Zeilberger algorithm (see [9, Chapter 6] ) and (13) yields
for k ∈ N, from which the identity (15) follows.
Remark 2. The identities (14) and (15) can also be verified easily by the famous softwares Maple and Mathematica.
3. An alternative and united proof of Theorem 1
Now we are in a position to alternatively and unitedly verify Theorem 1. Making use of the power series expansion
it is obtained that
From the celebrated Wallis sine formula (13) in Lemma 2, it is obtained that
Integrating on both sides of (17) with respect to θ from 0 to π 2 and using the identity (18) yield
for 0 < s < 1. Letting
for 0 < t < 1.
It is easy to see that
for k ∈ N. Then, by Leibniz's Theorem [1, p. 12, 3.38] for differentiation of a product, we gain that
where, and elsewhere in this paper, an empty sum is understood to be nil. Thus,
for k ∈ N. Hence,
which can be reduced by replacing √ t by t to
and so
The two identities in Lemma 3 and the equality in the right-hand side of the inequality (18) give
that is,
where k ∈ N and γ = 0.57721566
Hence,
Now let us discuss the increasingly monotonic property of the ratio
which is equivalent to
Since the sequence 2(k+1) 2 k(2k+1) for k ≥ 2 is strictly decreasing and tends to 1 as k → ∞ and the sequence k i=2 1 2i−1 for k ≥ 2 is strictly increasing and diverges to ∞, the sequence
for k ≥ 2 is strictly decreasing and diverges to −∞. As a result, there exists an integer k 0 ≥ 2 such that the sequence S k is negative for all k ≥ k 0 . From the fact that S 9 = 0.01 · · · and S 10 = −0.04 · · · , it follows that k 0 = 10. Therefore, considering the facts that 
It is easy to see that the inequality (32) is valid for all positive numbers a and b with a = b. This implies that the double inequality (11) 
